Two chaotic attractors with rotation numbers Pm = Fm-r/Fm, Fm being the moth Fibonacci number, and pm+! just before their attractor-merging crisis converge to the critical golden torus as m -H)().
The two-frequency dynamical systems exhibit a great variety of bifurcations in the two-dimensional space of parameters which control the ratio of the two frequencies and the strength of the nonlinearity, resulting in fascinating chaotic attractors.l) A typical example of the two-frequency systems is the sine-circle map,l),2) which is the map on a circle [0,1] onto itself and expressed as (1) with t=O, 1, 2, .... The rotation number is the ratio of the two frequencies defined by p(80)=limn_oo [8n-80] /n without taking modulo in (1) and plays an important role. 1 
),2)
In the Q-K space; for a given rational number p/q, the region where the rotation number takes p/q for some initial point 80 is called the p/q-Arnold tongue. In a subregion of the p/q-Arnold tongue, there is a phase-locked chaotic attractor, i.e., a chaotic attractor with the rotation number p/q. When two Arnold tongues overlap, there is a point of attractor-merging crisis where two coexisting phase-locked chaotic attractors simultaneously merge into one phase-unlocked chaotic attractor by colliding with unstable periodic orbits. 3 ) Such attractor-merging crises are ubiquitous in the two-frequency systems; indeed they are also observed in the dissipative standard map and the driven damped pendulum. 4 ) In the previous paper,3) we have shown that the chaotic attractors just before and after the attractor-merging crisis are characterized by the expansion-rate spectra ¢(A). 5) In the present paper, we shall discuss a cascade of such attractor-merging crises to the critical golden torus and a critical scaling law of their ¢(A) spectra.
The sine-circle map (1) is invertible for K < 1 so that the map (1) with some Q has a quasi-periodic orbit, i.e., an orbit with an irrational rotation number that is confined on ~ smooth in-y-ariant torus and has zero Liapunov exponent. For K> 1, the map (1) is non-invertible and there no longer exist smooth invariant tori with zero Liapunov exponents. At K = 1, the map (1) with some Q has an invariant torus that just loses its smoothness, i.e., a critical torus. G) Let us now consider a path in the Q-K space along which a series of evolutions For a chaotic orbit {8t} of (1), let .ih(8m) be the local expansion rate of nearby orbits at 8m, i.e., 11r(8m)=10glf'(8m)1 and define the coarse-grained local expansion rate 5 ) with (2) An(8o) converges to a positive Liajmnov exponent Aco in the limit n~OO . . The probability density for An(8o) to take a value around A for given n is given py
where a(g) denotes the a-function of g. For chaotic attractors, we expect that .P(A; n) decays with n for given A as 5 ) peA; n)~exp{-n¢(A)}P(ACO; n)
for n~oo, where the spectrum ¢(A) is a concave function of A independent ofn with
At Tm, there are two chaotic attractors just before the attractor-merging crisis; one is' denoted by am -, which has the rotation number Pm and is composed of Mm -=Fm bands, and the other is denoted by am +, which has the rotation number pm+1 and is composed of Mm+=F1il+1 bands. Since Fm={PG-(m+1)_(_PG)m+1}/(PG-1+PG)~PG-m, the numbers Mm± of bands of the attractors am± grow as Mm±cxc-IC for c=Km-K",~ 0, where K=logpG -1 /loga~M=0.9489···. Similarly to the case of the cascade of bandsplitting bifurcations to the critical 2 00 attractor in the logistic map,7) the ¢(A) spectra may obey a critical scaling law for the cascade of attractor-merging crises to the critical golden torus, since there is a similarity of the map between two points Tin-1 and Tm,whkh is implied by the existence of the fixed point of the renormalization transformation. Indeed, the Liapunov exponents obey a scaling law
where c+~0.693 and c-~0.692. Let;{e~,i}, U=0,1,2,···,Mm±-1) be the unstable periodic orbit lying at the edge of the attractor am± just collided with the attractor. , The expansion rates Aoo(e4'.;) of those periodic orbits also obey the scaling law
for (6) as:1shown in Table I , where z* +~1.443813 and z* -~1.505033. Moreover the ¢(A) spectrum obeys a scaling law. Let ¢m±(A) be the expansion-rate spectra of the 'attractors am±. Then (7) Since am + and am-are the attractors at the crisis, each ¢(A) of them has linear slopes Sa= -1 and Sp.3) Then (5) and (6) lead to j '-(Z-C±) for z<c±, 9'±(z)= . s*±(z-c±) for c±<z<z*~, co for z*±<z, (8) where s*± are universal Sp slopes given by s*±=(1/2)z*± /(z*±-c±) with s* +~0.961 and s* -~0.926. In Fig. 3 , the scaled spectra Mm±¢m±(z/Mm±) obtained by numerical experiments with n=20xMm± are shown for m=5 and 6, assuring (7) and (8) .
For a chaotic, attraBtor with the rotation number Pm=Fm-r/Fm existing between the successive band-m~rging':crises Tm-tand Tm, the scaling (7) may be extended to 
where k=(Km p has a continued fraction expansion with a periodic tail. 6 ) N ext let us discuss the variance of Sn( 80) in order to see the cr;ssover between the chaotic regime n}> Mm± and the critical regime n<Mm±, where n is the time scale under consideration.
)
The exponential spectrum ¢(A) is valid in the chaotic regime. In the chaotic regime, the variance <{Sn(80)-nA"'?> grows with n as n or nearly constant according as ¢(A) is quadratic or linear around A"', respectively. The logistic map xt+l=2-x? exhibits the latter behavior. Figure 4 shows the variance for the attractor alO+ with A"'=O.00481. It has an envelope that grows with n as logn in the critical regime n < MlO + = Fu = 144 and nearly constant in the chaotic regime n}>MlO+. For the critical golden torus in the limit m-HYJ (Le., Mm±-'>oo), this logn dependence is achieved in the whole time scale and suggests an algebraic spectrum ¢p(P) of local expansion rates.
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The critical regime of Fig. 4 also indicates that the variance of the critical golden torus consists of blocks with width Lllogn ~ logpG -1 which develop a self-similar inverselynested structure as time n proceeds. This is a remarkable memory phenomenon without mixing. This temporal structure may be constructed by a rule associated with the Fibonacci tree composed of 0 and 1, in contrast to the critical 2'" attractor with the binary tree.7) These will be reported on future occasion.
